
CADA is assembling a task force / working group to take a close look at dealership operations and areas where dealers have been 
hit in audits – to ensure we delineate clearly where/how various aspects of  dealership businesses will be covered in these definitions.  
This briefing will further explain this effort, elicit your input and indentify those interested in further involvement.

CADA needs input and participation from dealers who have been audited and can help identify 
problem areas we need to clarify.

Numerous dealers have been hit with audits by home-rule cities over the years – and they often take very general definitions 
and arbitrarily decide that an item falls within that definition and should have been taxed (either sales tax on the various 
products/services at the time of  retail sale (GAP, D&H, windshield protection, etc. OR use tax on items used within the business (online 
leads being categorized as ‘data reports’ (and tangible) vs. ‘advertising’). 

From CADA’s December 22nd Open Road:
ATTENTION CONTROLLERS: DEALERSHIP REVIEW NEEDED ON DRAFT UNIFORM SALES AND TAX USE DEFINITIONS

Efforts have been underway by the Colorado Municipal League during the past year and a half  to develop draft uniform sales and use tax 
definitions.  This undertaking is in response to Senate Joint Resolution (SJR-038) passed in 2014 which “requested” and “urged” 
municipalities to adopt and utilize a system of  uniform definitions by August, 2016.  In addition, it requests a mechanism for maintaining 
these definitions-a key oversight in a similar undertaking that took place in the early 1990’s.  For any ‘standard’ definitions to apply to all 
home rule cities would either require each city (Colorado has approximately 70 home rule cities currently) to adopt the standards and/
or for state level legislation (which could be subject to legal challenge and/or require a state constitutional amendment).  The Coalition to 
Simplify Colorado Sales Tax was spearheaded by CADA and other key business groups to help drive these reforms. 

A draft of  these uniform sales tax definitions is now available.  We encourage you to review these definitions and determine any 
concerns as it relates to prior tax audits.  This is an opportunity to identify and clarify key areas of ambiguity in exist-
ing sales and use tax definitions as applied to dealerships.  

Contact us with items that have caused unforeseen liability in tax audits and any definitions that need to be clarified.  

Who Should Attend?

• Controllers

• CFOs

• Accounting firms/

CPAs that work 

with dealerships

Opportunity to Standardize Sales & Use Tax Definitions

Questions? For more information please contact Tammi McCoy, 
303.282.1449, tammi.mccoy@coloradodealers.org

Lunch Briefing: Sales/Use Tax Uniform Definitions
Tuesday, January 26, 2016 - 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM

William D. Barrow Building 
290 E. Speer Blvd.
Denver, CO 80203

RSVP to Khorrie Luther, 303.831.1722, khorrie.luther@coloradodealers.org
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